Ohio Memory Advanced Search Guide

Select how you would like your terms to be searched.
- **All** returns results where every term appears in item or record
- **Any** returns results where one or more of your terms are present
- **Exact** returns results with terms in the precise order you’ve typed them
- **None** (combined with another term) excludes records where your term appears
- **Within 5** returns results with terms in proximity to each other, but in any order

Limit search results to a particular range of dates using the format indicated. Leave blank to search all date ranges.

Use check boxes to specify collections you’d like to search. Leave blank to search all collections.

Combine search terms in a single field or across all fields.
- Use ‘and’ to look for results where all search terms are present.
- Use ‘or’ to look for results where one or more search term is present.

Look only for results matching one or more format type. Leave blank to search all formats.